2005 gmc yukon rear wiper not working
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Start date Oct 27, My rear windshield wiper stopped working a few months ago. At first it would
slow down and actually stopped a few times too. But then it would start up again. Now it wont
work at all. I have checked every fuse that I can find that has anything to do with the rear
windshield wiper without any luck, none of them were blown. Has anyone had to replace the
motor? If so is it difficult. Any other suggestions. Also the rear defogger stopped working
around the same time, not sure if the two are related or not?? I've checked every fuse relating to
that also. They were all good. If you get this figured out let me know I bought my yukon and
from test drive there rear wiper didnt work so I had the dealership replace the motor nothing
happened so they put another brand new one in and still nothing it acts like it wants to do but
wont. Then the other morning it was lightly snowing and I turned the switch and weird it was
working by the time I pulled into work the rear was dry and I turned it back on and weird it
wouldnt work again. Im at a loss. As for is it hard to change the motor no not really they had it
out in 25 mins only used a wrench. Post reply. Insert quotesâ€¦. Reliability indicates how
models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold
up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information
available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our
reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The owner comments describe problems
respondents experienced with this vehicle. We had to replace all the parts. Dealer says dash
must come off and then replace both valves. On third transmission just after warranty each time
which is unforgivable! Replaced on own, but would have been significant cost if taken to
mechanic". The same module appears to control seat movement which did not function well.
Required a control module replacement". Not good when temps freezing". Alternator, starter,
hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition
switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Rear
windshield wiper would not turn off, even when the car was turned off. There was a short in the
BCM". Usually the driver side, but occasionally the passenger side also. Bulb replecement
occurs about every 3 month D and months P ". Replaced sending unit. Gauge was okay". Also
Engine light continues to stay on even after any repairs if necessary are made. The
Speedometer in cold weather over reads the speed by 10 to 30 mph". This lead to "hunting" for
the correct gear to move the vehicle. Replace the cluster. Had a follow-up issue with the cluster
not being correctly programmed to allow visability of monitoring funtions acces". The oil
pressure gauge works intermittently. The check engine light is on continuously for no apparent
reason". Oil pressure gauge does not work". Engine light goes on for no reason and has had to
be reset numerous times. Speedometer now misreads to point of when stopped idling, it reads
anywhere between MPH and have to adjust in head when driving to compensate and not
speed". Have replaced the headlight 3 times in the past 12 months". Antilock system ABS ,
parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure
or wear. I pulled the 60 amp fuse to solve the problem". Bluetooth , voice control commands,
steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Dealer unable to fix; said it needed to
be replaced. All-in-one unit so really expensive. Would require more money to repair than would
worth". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage
includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or
torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Fronts hold air". Makes noise on turning
the wheel". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or
ping, oil leaks. My "knock" was associated with the coils misfiring- which was previously
discussed. This caused a kind of stutter which was more felt than heard". Diagnostic was that it
had just wore down. Lots of metal pieces in the gear wheels. Had to be replaced". It was not a
real expensive fix! Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors
or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. I replaced the
motor and 4-months ago both backseat windows stopped operating. The issue has not been
resolved because an electrical problem - the battery doesn't hold a charge - occurred that hasn't
been resolved. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. It
was then rebuilt". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or
moldings, rust. I sanded down the area and applied a primer coating. Radiator, cooling fan,
antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter,
exhaust manifold, leaks. Bolts broken and manifold cracks 3 times. Always after a long run

hawling trailer. Engine head is aluminium, manifold is steel, they don't expand the same when
heated In my opinion, this is a design flaw". Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control
module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights,
horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. This was,
apparently, very low mileage to have this sort of systemic failure". Gear selector or linkage,
leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough
shifting, slipping transmission. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket,
turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Reactivate now to get the information you
were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer
care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me.
Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New
Used This full-sized SUV offers impressive trailer-towing capability and an absorbent ride at low
speeds. The Yukon seats up to nine passengers but offers little cargo space behind its cramped
third-row seat. Handling is imprecise, the steering is vague, and the brakes are so-so. There are
5 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common
Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability
Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor.
Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware.
Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots.
Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our
reliability history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17
potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment
and the electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to
provide data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a
specific year. What Owners Say. Required a control module replacement" Geoff S. Gauge was
okay" Geoff S. The check engine light is on continuously for no apparent reason" Tracy G.
Speedometer now misreads to point of when stopped idling, it reads anywhere between MPH
and have to adjust in head when driving to compensate and not speed" Anonymous, UT GMC
Yukon Denali 5. Antilock system ABS "stays active after I shut the motor off. CD player "Doesn't
play cds at all. Engine knock or ping "I don't know if I, technically, had an engine knock.
Differential "At k the front differential started to be very noisy grinding sound. Had to be
replaced" Daniel J. Transmission rebuild or replacement "Three transmissions, each repalaced
at great expense, just after warranty which is unforgivable! Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or
peeling "My Yukon is too large to fit in my garage so is exposed to the harsh So. Antifreeze
leaks "Antifreeze leaks were due to a water pump leak and a thermostat gasket leak which
occurred on separate occasions" Anonymous, UT GMC Yukon Denali 6. In my opinion, this is a
design flaw" Daniel J. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. No Data Available. Read Recall
Details. What should you do:. Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Show
More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop
Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. The most
recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability
analysis of GMC Yukon based on all problems reported for the Yukon. The contact owns a GMC
Yukon xl. While driving approximately 35 mph in the rain, the windshield wipers seized. The
contact pulled the vehicle over to the side of the road to wait for the rain to stop. The vehicle
was taken to a local dealer, but had not yet been diagnosed. The manufacturer was not made
aware of the failure. The failure mileage was approximately 70, See all problems of the GMC
Yukon. Design of windshield wipers ensures that driver's vision will be obscured during
moderate and heavier snowfall. The windshield wiper motor on my GMC Yukon occassionally
fails in wet weather. Windshield wiper's malfunction and work intermittently. This is a know
problem and a recall for many Chevrolet's and gm's. For whatever reason, GMC's are not
included. I personally know of three others who are experiencing the same problem. The issue
has been around since Dealership will not help since VIN is not on list. This is a safety issue
and should be taken care of by gm. While driving 65 mph, in inclement weather the windshield
wipers failed. This caused poor visibility to the driver. The consumer was able to maintain
control of the vehicle and drove it to the dealer for inspection. The mechanic informed the driver
that the windshield wiper circuit needed to be replaced. Please provide further details.
Consumer stated that the problem was consistant with recall. Number campaign id number :
03v although the consumer missed this recall by a year the problem is still the same. Abs
brakes at all speeds feel spongy and often goes clear to the floor. On several occasions my
GMC Yukon windshield wipers stopped working. The first time I was on the interstate towing a
23 ft. I know gm has recalled many vehicles for this problem but they did not include models! I

almost took out three vehicles before I could get over on the shoulder! I've fixed my Yukon
already because it was to dangerous to drive but gm is still dropping the ball!. I was driving on a
busy highway in Feb of and it was sleeting, I was using my windshield wipers to clear the
window. The right fornt wiper arm came loose as the wiper started the up stroke and then just
stayed in the "up" position, it got tangled up into the left wiper arm and bent the arm to where
the wipers could not be used. I took the Yukon into a GMC dealer who was close by, they
refused to work on it since I had not purchased the vehicle there, so I was forced to drive
approx. They repaired the vehicle and told me that the wipers on this vehicle sometimes do that,
in fact he said he had already repaired two that same day and I should carry a 13mm wrench
with me and check the tightness on the arms from time to time. The next incident happened in
April and it was misting rain, I had just turned on my wipers when I saw the left front wiper arm
come lose and stopped wiping. I was able to get the wipers off before it got tangled up with the
right wiper arm. I used the 13mm wrench, that the dealer recommened I buy, and tightened it. I
believe this could be a serious saftey feature if this happened in heavy traffic while it was
raining or sleeting hard. The incident with the rear defrost happened in April of I was driving
through town and the rear windows it has cargo doors, 1 window in each door start to fog up, I
turned on the rear defrost and the right rear windo in the cargo door cleared up within seconds,
the window on the left rear cargo door never did. Recall 01v, 02v, 03v Windshield wipers quit
tihs is an ongoing problem with gmdc vehicles. Steering centering device make vehicle steering
erratic. This is also an ongoing problem. When driving windshield wipers come on
intermittently. Dealership is aware of problem. While driving in a heavy storm, the windshield
wipers work intermittently. Wipers stop occasionally on the windshield causing dangerous
driving hazard. Contacted dealer, vehicle was not under warranty. While traveling and using
windshield wipers , windshield wipers would work intermittently. My windshield wipers work
occasionally or fail completely. I am afraid of some day I will be caught in the rain, with them not
working. I called my local dealer, and explained my problem. Windshield wiper works
intermittently. This has been happening for about a year. Car Problems. Problem Category
Number of Problems Wiper problems Wiper problems. Power Window problems. Defogger
problems. Exterior Rearview Mirror problems. Windshield problems. Sun Roof problems. Blower
problems. Worried about potential repair costs? An extended warranty can provide peace of
mind. See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with
more than three repairs. To see how frequently GMC Yukon problems occur, check out our car
reliability stats. All years. GMC Yukon repairs by problem area. GMC Yukon electrical repair cost
distribution. See most expensive repairs Worried about potential repair costs? Chart based on
repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs,
and repair trips that include maintenance. After jump starting, several error lights showed on
dash. Dealer tested battery had and it had a bad cell. No light present after they replaced the
battery. I was supposed they didn't prorate the battery. Required flash update. Replaced motor
under extended warranty. Had to replace the entire unit. Covered under warranty. Lane
Departure Warning system failed when car had about 17, Camera was replaced and recalibrated.
Part had to be ordered and took a week to arrive prompting 2 trips to dealership. The condenser
unit under the passenger side dash had to be replaced, requiring the removal of the dash board.
Would only wipe very slowly. Fixed before taking delivery. Bought a new disc which it promptly
ate, would not eject and got stuck trying to constantly load sw, failing, restarting. Replaced with
aftermarket. Replaced under warranty. The actuator needed to be replaced. Failed on weekend,
replaced myself at my cost as I couldn't wait for the dealer to be open on Monday. Needed the
car to attend a family function. Odd clicking noises coming from under dash in gauge panel
area. Service writer heard the noises and agrees they are not normal, but was not able to
diagnose. Truck turned over cranked but would not run. Required Tow. Dealer said it was a
faulty battery. I believe incorrectly diagnosed. Happened again after battery replaced, but at
highway speed. Third battery in this truck. Rear heater motor has failed. Window specialist
required to reattach with special, electrically conductive adhesive. Replaced brake switch.
Intermediate noise. This problem caused the cruise control to not work at all. Advanced Auto 36
o battery. Self repair. Replaced fuse box. No reasonable explanation, pulled all fuses still
remained on except the 46 fuse. Repeat soldering did not work previously. Right headlamp
assembly new at 98, miles. Original left headlamp assembly and bulb still operational. We were
unable to change travel plans and had to have it repaired that day. They replaced the battery
and the alternator, plus the serpentine belt as a precaution. Replaced compressor. Coolant
valve not working to rear system. Valve replaced. Locks stopped working. Turned out there was
a wiring problem. Dealer payed complete cost for 2nd visit. This time it was fixed. Removed and
replaced the same actuator. Seems to be working fine now. Disconnected battery,drained
computer no luck. Actually seems worse. Rear air works fine. Heater blower motor wouldn't

shut off Gauges not working properly. Only worked on defrost. Speedometer quit working. They
installed a brand new instrument panel. Actuator was checked but problem found with wiring
harness pins that actuator plugged into. Told one of the front collision sensors was bad.
Decided to wait for repairs. Outside temp was 94 deg f. Thermostats both set at 70 deg f. When I
returned they could not find a leak so they just sent me on my way. No problems yet, but I bet
it'll leak out again. It comes as a complete kit as the bulbs can't be replaced. Leak in the system.
Required few days to investigate. Prior to replacement, auto locks went on and off when driving,
rear windshield wiper would go on and off even when car was turned off , side view mirror
would adjust itself while driving. Surprisingly enough, my check engine light which has been on
for about a year - catalytic converter? Update: Within 1 month the headlight went out again.
There must be a short somewhere in the system - this is the 4th headlight we've replaced. High
beams work fine, it's the low beam that keeps burning out. Replaced the brake light switch.
Actuator was replaced. Replaced high mounted brake light bulb. Also affected cruise control.
Rear blend door actuator was locked in the default or cold position. The computer was bad also.
Replaced both rear actuators and computer, parts from Amazon - simple plug in. Simple plug in
component for dealer. Parts cheaper online and easy repair, but needed to renew license plates
ASAP. Car blowing barely cool at idle. It was two broken wires. I spliced the wires back together
and wiper motor works again. Replaced head unit in dash. This fixed the problem for a week,
then the blower stopped working again. Replaced AC compressor. Also had oil changed and
shop added conditioner and stop leak to oil to help rear main seal leak. Compressor, clutch,
belt, drier and hoses replaced. Spontaneously fixed itself. Problem is improper gauging of wires
supplying the memory module. I have jumpered overheated warped connectors several times.
Problem just moves downstream. Currently intermittent. Bearings were making noise. HVAC
control temp dial faulting. Engine light on. Rear access open on display BCM problem. Replaced
compressor, dryer, orfice tube, and adjioning seals. Entire system cleaned. New compressor,
dryer, seals, orfice tube, expansion valve, sensors, and added additional inline filter. Leaking
windshield washer pump motor. Electronics replaced. Alternator and battery both replaced.
Mechanic replaced it with a new belt and idler pulley. Also had bad cell in battery. Was only 6
months old. Free replacement of battery. Replaced idler pulley and charged to proper level. Still
didn't work, then replaced fuse. Fuse wasn't the only problem. Typical old plastic decay I guess
is the best description, I tried polishing them but could not get a good finish. Engine grounding
wires were replaced for short to cluster. Diagnostics appear to be system module. Mechanic
trying to source a used unit to plug into to system to ensure air bag light disappears. Repair not
successful. Noticed AC not very cold. Dealer toped off Freon, used dye. Return to check. Found
very slight leak at rear AC condenser. Bought HPtuners software to disable Passlock in the
computer firmware. Along with previous Passlock problems, power steering assist worked
intermittently resulting in full PS pressure. GMC Yukon Electrical Problems See our lemon odds
and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs.
Found car dead. Sirius weather app not working. Also 4wd recall update performed. The heads
up display until failed. GMC Intellilink would reboot every few minutes when more than one
device was connected to it. Nav went out, started acting demented. Battery dropped a cell
overnight and would not hold a charge. Rear passenger door lock quit working. Truck stalled
while driving, in motion. Rear AC lines developed two holes. Rear defroster tab broke off rear
window. Rear defroster wire became detached from glass. Cruise control would intermittently
not work. Front ventilation fan makes a squealing sound when running in low speed. Tire
pressure monitor- was "fixed" by reseting, only to stop working two days later- will address
when the gas filler neck is replaced. Switch on the brake pedal that shuts off the cruise control
was bad. Power and ground wire for driver door severed due to wear and tear over time.
Replaced Window switches for both rear doors. Console light remained on when car was turned
off. After several short term fixes, the rear hatch glass was replaced in order to fix the detach of
the rear defroster connection. The tire pressure monitor system light came and all the tires were
in excellent conditions, the dealer had to replace all the four sensors in each tire. Replaced right
headlamp bulb. Electrical systems for right side of the vehicle stopped working-doors and
windows and locks. Alternator went out and according to the shop it ruined the battery. Bought
part on Amazon and replaced myself. AC line to the back of the Yukon needed to be replaced
due to a small hole, probably caused by a stone. AC line weld failed, so truck was returned and
had the work done again. Pulled instrument cluster out and sent away for repair Rear air blend
door actuator quit working, making really hot air come out. This is in the front under the dash.
No heat to the floorboard. Defrost actuator replaced covered under warranty Dashboard
instrument cluster replaced speedometer quit working covered under extended warranty. Air
bag light lit up on dash. AC was leaking so they refilled it and asked me to come back a week
later so they could see where the leak was. The evaporator coil was leaking and had to be

replaced. Rear 3rd Brake Light was out. AC was working for few min and shutdown. Body
Control Module had to be replaced. Replaced passenger side headlight. Brake lights and cruise
control didn't work. Replaced rear wiper motor. Brake Control Module failed so brake lights did
not work. The rear heat was not blowing hot. Rear High 3rd Brake Light failed during safety
inspection. OEM part lasted almost 11 yrs. Hardest part was removing cover. Had compressor,
drier and fan clutch replaced. Much colder now. AC not cooling at all. Ridiculously poor service
from this original GMC part. Memory Seat Module failed - drivers power seat inoperable, both
heated seats inop. Audio totally failed to produce sound even though accessory radio,cd,dvd
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working. Interior lights failed to operate for several days. Can not be stopped without shutting
HVAC down. Power feed to the power seats and heated seats share the same circuit breaker. As
before, full of crap. Air Conditioner Compressor had to be replaced. Evaporator and several
parts to air conditioner but not the compressor. HVAC controls did not respond to operator
input. Replaced left headlight assy - adjuster broke, headlight assy loose - purchased light assy
from eBay. Car wouldn't start, after jumping car died from idle. Alternator made noise. AC had
been ovecharged by another shop. Replace defective AC compressor which was originally
installed last year. Leaking rear wiper washer motor and failed fluid level sensor. Cluster was
going on and off. Air Bag light on. The gear shift indicators above the steering column and the
odometer stopped working. Rear AC condenser leak Had persistent Passlock problems that
kept getting worse, could not start vehicle after 5 hours of trying.

